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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a method
for communication which enables the
communication using communication functions
applicable to both the caller side and caliee side.
SOLUTION: The method for communication
comprises a step wherein, at the time of waiting for
communications before real time communications
starts, terminal device users register the user's
states at the time of waiting for communications
selected by the terminal device users from among
selection items; a step wherein, at the time of calling
to start the real time communications, the user of the
caller-side terminal device registers the user's state
at the time of calling selected from among selection
items; a step wherein the caller-side terminal device
makes requests for the callee-side terminal device
user's state at the time of waiting for

communications registered at the callee- side
terminal device and then obtains the result for the
callee-side user's state at the time of waiting for
communications; and a step wherein the caller-side
terminal device selects the communication functions
usable by both users among a plurality of real time
communication functions based on the user's states
at the time of calling and at the time of waiting for
communications.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A correspondence procedure aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,
in a terminal unit, a terminal unit user chose from selections at the time of
a waiting receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating
start ~ awaiting - the time - a user state - a terminal unit - registering -
a step.

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating,
a device user awaits in the end of a receipt side edge a call origination side
terminal device was registered into a device in the end of a receipt side
edge - the time - a user state - requiring ~ awaiting - the time - a step
of a user state which obtains a result.

a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at the time
of call origination ~ the time a step of a user state to both sides which
chooses from two or more real-time-communicating functions a
communication function which a user can use.

[Claim 2]A correspondence procedure aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,
in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a waiting
receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating start -
awaiting — the time - a user state - a terminal unit — registering - a step.
A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating.
A step at which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of a call

origination side terminal device user's call origination.
A device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of call origination
transmitted from a call origination side terminal device A user state, it

registered with a device in the end of a receipt side edge - awaiting the
time - a step which chooses from two or more real-time-communicating
functions a communication function which a user can use and a step which
a device notifies in the end of a receipt side edge that a

real-time-communicating function selected with a device in the end of a
receipt side edge is to a call origination side terminal device of a user state
to both sides.
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[Claim 3]A correspondence procedure aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,
in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a waiting
receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating start —
awaiting — the time - a user state - from a terminal unit - it can use - a

network - a top - having arranged - a server apparatus - registering - a
step.

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating,
a device user awaits [ a call origination side terminal device ] to a server
apparatus in the end of a receipt side edge — the time — a user state -
requiring — awaiting — the time - a step of a user state which obtains a

result.

a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at the time
of call origination - the time — a step of a user state to both sides which
chooses from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use.

[Claim 4]A correspondence procedure aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,

in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a waiting
receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating start --

awaiting — the time — a user state - from a terminal unit — it can use — a

network — a top - having arranged - a server apparatus - registering - a

step. .'

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating.
A step at which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a server apparatus at the time of a call origination side terminal
device user's call origination.

A server apparatus at the time of call origination transmitted from a call

origination side terminal device A user state, it was transmitted from a

device in the end of a receipt side edge - awaiting - the time -- a step
which chooses from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use and a step which a server
apparatus notifies that a real-time-communicating function selected with a

server apparatus is to a call origination side terminal device of a user state

to both sides.



[CIaim 5]A communication apparatus aiming at determination of a
communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions.
in a terminal unit, a terminal unit user chose from selections - awaiting —
the time — a user state — a terminal unit — registering — a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a
user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

a device user awaits in the end of a receipt side edge a call origination side
terminal device was registered into a device in the end of a receipt side
edge - the time - a user state - requiring - awaiting - the time - a SU
means of a user state to obtain a result.

a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at the time
of call origination - the time a means of a user state to both sides to

choose from two or more real-time-communicating functions a
communication function which a user can use.

[Claim 6]A communication apparatus aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a
communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,
in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections — awaiting — the time — a

user state — a terminal unit - registering — a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a
user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

A means by which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of a call

origination side terminal device user's call origination.
A device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of call origination
transmitted from a call origination side terminal device A user state, it

registered with a device in the end of a receipt side edge - awaiting - the
time — a means to choose from two or more real-time-communicating
functions a communication function which a user can use and a means by
which a device notifies a real-time-communicating function selected with a

device in the end of a receipt side edge to a call origination side terminal
device in the end of a receipt side edge of a user state to both sides.

[Claim 7]A communication apparatus aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit
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which has two or more real-time-communicating functions.

in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections — awaiting — the time — a

user state — from a terminal unit — it can use — a network — a top --

having arranged — a server apparatus — registering — a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a

user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

a device user awaits [ a call origination side terminal device ] to a server
apparatus in the end of a receipt side edge — the time — a user state -
requiring ~ awaiting - the time - a means of a user state to obtain a

result.

a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at the time
of call origination — the time — a means of a user state to both sides to

choose from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use.

[Claim 8]A communication apparatus aiming at determination of a

communication function used by real time communicating from
communication function use hope of both users in determination of a

communication function required when starting real time communicating
characterized by comprising the following for using with a terminal unit

which has two or more real-time-communicating functions,

in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections — awaiting — the time — a

user state — from a terminal unit — it can use — a network — a top —
having arranged — a server apparatus — registering — a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a

user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

A means by which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a server apparatus at the time of a call origination side terminal
device user's call origination,

A server apparatus at the time of call origination transmitted from a call

origination side terminal device A user state, it was transmitted from a

device in the end of a receipt side edge — awaiting — the time — a means to

choose from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use and a means by which a

server apparatus notifies a real-time-communicating function selected with
a server apparatus to a call origination side terminal device of a user state

to both sides.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] Between the terminals which have two or more
kinds of real-time-communicating functions, when this invention starts real

time communicating, in the determination of a required communication
function, it relates to the correspondence procedure and communication
apparatus for opting for the ** side and the communication function which
is worn and both sides can use from the use hope of the user of both side.

[0002]
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[Description of the Prior Art]Communication of TV telephone, a voice
telephone, a chat, etc. communicates by the user of both origination-side
destination side sharing time. Such communication is called real time
communicating and the terminal capabilities which realize real time
communicating are called a real-time-communicating function.
[0003]Although real time communicating has a merit which can transmit
business quickly and can also perform volitional Bahnung, in using each
communication function, there are specific restrictions for every
communication function, and when the restrictions cannot approve for a

user, there is a fault that the communication function cannot be used.
Specific restrictions are restrictions that the chat needs to operate a
keyboard by hand, and the voice telephone needs to hear a sound with an
ear and needs to utter voice from a mouth, for example.
[ 0004] The situation which has the necessity of communicating
simultaneously to a user is considered doing the work using some both
hands here. In this case, since the chat which communicates by operation of
the keyboard by both hands cannot be used in parallel to the work using
both hands, it serves as a real-time-communicating function nonpermissible
for the user in this case. However, if it is a voice telephone which does not
use both hands for other real-time-communicating functions, for example,
communication, it can use. That is, between the terminals which can use
two or more real-time-communicating functions, in order [ both ] to start

real time communicating, it is necessary to choose the
real-time-communicating function which both users can use.
[0005]Conventionally, it is a method which chooses the communication
function by which their situation and state and communication content, a

relation with a communications partner, etc. judge two or more factors
synthetically, and a call origination side terminal user is considered to be
the optimal. Therefore, since the receipt side user's situation and condition
are not taken into consideration at all, the needed information which sent
depending on a receipt side user's situation may be refused.
[0006]Even if the communication function by which call origination was
carried out is nonpermissible, it does not go to the reason for refusing from
the reasons of a communication content, a communications partner, etc.,

but a receipt side user's position receives a message?, and a burden may be
forced upon a receipt side user from it.

[0007]Since needed information is refused by the receipt side user
depending on the communication function which had to send after opting
for the communication function, and sent even when it is not necessary to
limit a communication function also for a call origination side user, and to

send, it may be difficult to contact.

[0008]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]In between the terminal units
which this invention was made in light of the above-mentioned
circumstances, and have two or more kinds of real-time-communicating
functions, It aims at providing the correspondence procedure and
communication apparatus which make it possible to communicate using the
communication function which is worn the ** side and can be permitted to

the user of near both sides to the determination of a communication



function required in order to start real time two-way communication.
[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem]
To achieve the above objects, this invention is provided with the following.
It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a correspondence
procedure aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, and, in a terminal unit, a terminal unit user chose from selections at

the time of a waiting receptacle for communication before a

real-time-communicating start ~ awaiting — the time — a user state — a

terminal unit — registering — a step.

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner cali for starting real time communicating,
a device user awaits in the end of a receipt side edge a call origination side
terminal device was registered into a device in the end of a receipt side
edge — the time — a user state — requiring — awaiting — the time - a user
state — with a step which obtains a result, a call origination side terminal
device awaits with a user state at the time of call origination — the time — a
step of a user state to both sides which chooses from two or more
real-time-communicating functions a communication function which a user
can use.

[0010]This invention is provided with the following.

. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a correspondence
procedure aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, and, in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a

waiting receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating
start awaiting -- the time — a user state - a terminal unit — registering —
a step, •

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating.
A step at which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of a call

origination side terminal device user's call origination, A device in the end
of a receipt side edge at the time of call origination transmitted from a call

origination side terminal device A user state, it registered with a device in

the end of a receipt side edge - awaiting - the time - a step which
chooses from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use and a step which a device
notifies in the end of a receipt side, edge that a real-time-communicating
function selected with a device in the end of a receipt side edge is to a call

origination side terminal device of a user state to both sides.
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[0011]This invention is provided with the following.
.

It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions. It is a correspondence
procedure aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a
waiting receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating
start - awaiting - the time -- a user state - from a terminal unit - it can
use - a network - a top - having arranged - a server apparatus -
registering — a step.

A step to which a call origination side terminal, device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating,
a device user awaits [ a call origination side terminal device ] to a server
apparatus in the end of a receipt side edge - the time - a user state -
requiring - awaiting - the time - a user state - with a step which obtains
a result, a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at
the time of call origination - the time - a step of a user state to both sides
which chooses from two or more real-time-communicating functions a
communication function which a user can use.

[0012]This invention is provided with the following.
. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions. It is a correspondence
procedure aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections at the time of a
waiting receptacle for communication before a real-time-communicating
start - awaiting - the time - a user state - from a terminal unit - it can
use — a network — a top — having arranged — a server apparatus —
registering — a step.

A step to which a call origination side terminal device user registers a user
state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections at the time of a partner call for starting real time communicating.
A step at which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a server apparatus at the time of a call origination side terminal
device user's call origination, A server apparatus at the time of call
origination transmitted from a call origination side terminal device A user
state, it was transmitted from a device in the end of a receipt side edge -
awaiting — the time - a step which chooses from two or more
real-time-communicating functions a communication function which a user
can use and a step which a server apparatus notifies that a

real-time-communicating function selected with a server apparatus is to a
call origination side terminal device of a user state to both sides.

[0013]This invention is provided with the following.
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. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a communication
apparatus aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, and, in a terminal unit, a terminal unit user chose from selections
awaiting - the time ~ a user state - a terminal unit -- registering - a
means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a

user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

a device user awaits in the end of a receipt side edge a call origination side
terminal device was registered into a device in the end of a receipt side
edge -- the time - a user state -- requiring awaiting - the time - a user
state - with a SU means to obtain a result, a call origination side terminal
device awaits with a user state at the time of call origination the time - a
means of a user state to both sides to choose from two or more
real-time-communicating functions a communication function which a user
can use.

[00l4]This invention is provided with the following.

. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a communication
apparatus aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, and, in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections — awaiting - the
time - a user state — a terminal unit — registering - a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a

user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

A means by which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a device in the end of a receipt side edge at the time of a call

origination side terminal device user's call origination, .A device in the end
of a receipt side edge at the time of call origination transmitted from a call

origination side terminal device A user state, it registered with a device in
the end of a receipt side edge - awaiting - the time — a means to choose
from two or more real-time-communicating functions a communication
function which a user can use and a means by which a device notifies a

real-time-communicating function selected with a device in the end of a
receipt side edge to a call origination side terminal device in the end of a
receipt side edge of a user state to both sides.

[0015]This invention is provided with the following.
. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a communication
apparatus aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
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users, and, in a terminal unit, a user chose from selections — awaiting — the

time -- a user state — from a terminal unit — it can use — a network — a top
having arranged — a server apparatus - registering — a means.

A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a

user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

a device user awaits [ a call origination side terminal device ] to a server
apparatus in the end of a receipt side edge — the time — a user state —
requiring — awaiting — the time — a user state — with a means to obtain a

result, a call origination side terminal device awaits with a user state at the

time of cal] origination — the time — a means of a user state to both sides

to choose from two or more real-time-communicating functions a

communication function which a user can use.

[0016]This invention is provided with the following.

. It can set to determination of a communication function required when
starting real time communicating for using with a terminal unit which has
two or more real-time-communicating functions, it is a communication
apparatus aiming at determination of a communication function used by
real time communicating from communication function use hope of both
users, and, in a terminal unit,,a user chose from selections — awaiting - the

time — a user state — from a terminal unit — it can use — a network a top
- having arranged — a server apparatus — registering — a means.
A means by which a call origination side terminal device user registers a
user state into a terminal unit at the time of call origination chosen from
selections.

A means by which a call origination side terminal device transmits a user
state to a server apparatus at the time of a call origination side terminal
device user's call origination, A server apparatus at the time of call

origination transmitted from a call origination side terminal device A user
state, it was transmitted from a device in the end of a receipt side edge —
awaiting the time — a means to choose from two or more
real-time-communicating functions a communication function which a user
can use and a means by which a server apparatus notifies a

real-time-communicating function selected with a server apparatus to a call

origination side terminal device of a user state to both sides.

[0017]This invention is the determination of a communication function
which starts real time communicating between terminals which have two or
more kinds of real-time-communicating functions, and a terminal unit user
chooses a terminal unit user's condition from two or more selections, When
the information is held on a terminal unit and a terminal unit user does
call origination to other terminal unit users, a condition of a terminal user
at the time of call origination is chosen from two or more selections, It is

characterized by a thing which opt for a communication function
permissible to both sides by a thing which was held at a user state and an
other party terminal at the time of call origination which held the

information on a terminal unit and was held at a call origination side
terminal, and which await and compares a user state at the time and to do.



[0018]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter, with reference to drawings, the
example of an embodiment of this invention is explained in detail. Drawing
1 - drawing 4 are the sequence diagrams showing the example of an
embodiment of this invention.

[0019]The example 1 of an embodiment: As shown in drawing 1, user A' is

trying to perform user B' and real time communicating. Real time
communicating shares communications partners and time, such as TV
telephone, a voice telephone, and a chat, and refers to the means of
communication for carrying out two-way communication in real time. Let
the terminal unit A and the terminal unit B be the terminal units which
have a function of two or more real time communicating.
[0020]If user A' starts the terminal unit A, the terminal unit A will enter for
real time communicating to await, user A' awaits the terminal unit A to
user A' then - the time - a user state - a choice is shown, by choosing
suitable selections out of it, user A' awaits user A' - the time - a user state
- the terminal unit A inputting . the terminal unit A was inputted from
user A* ~ awaiting - the time a user state - the terminal unit A top -
holding

. also awaiting user B' to the terminal unit B by the same method
as the above - the time a user state - inputting - the terminal unit B -
user B' - awaiting - the time - a user state - the terminal unit B top -
holding .

[0021]When user A' tends to start real time communicating to user B 1

, user
A 1 performs calling operation to the terminal unit A. In that case, the
terminal unit A presents the choice for choosing a user state at the time of
call origination to user A'. Out of the choice which the terminal unit A
presented, user A' chooses a thing suitable as a user state at the time of the
call origination of user A 4

, and inputs it to the terminal unit A. The
terminal unit A holds a user state on the terminal unit A at the time of the
call origination of user A'.

[0022]and - user B' awaits the terminal unit A to the terminal unit B ~- the
time - a user state - requiring . user B' awaits - the time - a user state
user BJ currently held awaits the terminal unit B which received the
demand from the terminal unit A ~ the time a user state result - the
terminal unit A — notifying .

[0023]user B' it was notified from the terminal unit B in the terminal unit A
at the time of the call origination of user A' currently held that was a user
state awaits - the time - a user state - selection decision of the
real-time-communicating function to use for communication from two user
states using the translation table created beforehand is carried out.
[0024]The terminal unit A performs call origination to the terminal unit B
using the real-time-communicating function for which it opted. In the
terminal unit B, if call operation of user B 1 by bell singing etc. is performed
and user B' performs receipt operation to the terminal unit B, it will report
that the terminal unit B performed receipt to the terminal unit A, and real
time communicating will be started between the terminal unit A and the
terminal unit B.

[0025]The example 2 of an embodiment: Drawing 2 is an example of an
embodiment in case the terminal unit B determines the
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real-time-communicating function to use for communication, when user A 1

and user B' try to perform real time communicating.
[0026] drawing 1 - the same - first - a user - A - ' — and -- a user B — '

- ****** awaiting the time - a user state - a terminal unit - A - and
-- a terminal unit — B — inputting -- a terminal unit -- A — and -- a terminal
unit — B — the — information — holding — ****

.

[0027]If user A' performs calling operation, the terminal unit A will show
user A 1 the choice of a user state at the time of call origination. If user A 1

chooses a user state from a choice at the time of call origination, the

information will be inputted on the terminal unit A, and will be held.

[0028]Next, the terminal unit A notifies a user state to the terminal unit B
at the time of the call origination of held user A'. The terminal unit B at the
time of the call origination of user A' notified from the terminal unit A A
user state, user B' which the terminal unit B holds awaits — the time - a

user state — from two user states, using the translation table created
beforehand, selection decision of the real-time-communicating function to

use for communication is carried out, and a communication function
selected result is notified to the terminal unit A.
[0029]The terminal unit A performs call origination to the terminal unit B
using the real-time-communicating function for which it opted. In the
terminal unit B, if call operation of user B 1 by bell singing etc. is performed
and user B' performs receipt operation to the terminal unit B, it will report
that the terminal unit B performed receipt to the terminal unit A, and real

time communicating will be started between the terminal unit A and the
terminal unit B.

[0030]The example 3 of an embodiment: Although drawing 3 is a case
where user A' and user B 1

try to perform real time communicating, it is an
example of an embodiment at the time of using server apparatus C other
than the terminal unit A and the terminal unit B.

[0031] awaiting user A' and user B' first like drawing 1 - the time — a user
state the terminal unit A and the terminal unit B - inputting . here, it

inputted - awaiting — the time — a user state — a terminal unit top — not
holding ~ the terminal unit A and the terminal unit B - user A' and user B'

- awaiting — the time — a user state - server apparatus C — notifying .

notified user A' and user B' await — the time - a user state — a server
apparatus C top - holding .

[0032]If user A' performs calling operation, the terminal unit A will show
user A' the choice of a user state at the time of call origination. If user A'
chooses a user state from a choice at the time of call origination and inputs
into the terminal unit A, the information will be held on the terminal unit

A.

[0033]next — user B' of a communications partner awaits the terminal unit
A to server apparatus C — the time - user state information - requiring -
server apparatus C — the terminal unit A - receiving - requiring - having
had - a user — B — ' -- awaiting — the time -- user state result information
- notifying .

[0034]user B' notified from server apparatus C awaits the terminal unit A -
the time a user state and user A' it opts for the
real-time-communicating function to use for communication from two user
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states of a user state using the translation table created beforehand at the
time of dispatch,

[0035]The terminal unit A performs call origination to the terminal unit B

using the real-time-communicating function for which it opted. In the
terminal unit B, if call operation of user B' by bell singing etc. is performed
and user B' performs receipt operation to the terminal unit B, it will report
that the terminal unit B performed receipt to the terminal unit A, and real

time communicating will be started between the terminal unit A and the
terminal unit B.

[0036]The example 4 of an embodiment: Drawing 4 is an example of an
embodiment in the case of using server apparatus C other than the terminal
unit A and the terminal unit B, and opting for a communication function by
server apparatus C, when user A' and user B' try to perform real time
communicating.
[0037]user A' and user B' await user A 1 and user B' first like drawing 3 -
the time — a user state — the terminal unit A and the terminal unit B -
inputting . here, it inputted — awaiting — the time - a user state - a

terminal unit top - not holding - the terminal unit A and the terminal unit
B — user A' and user B' — awaiting — the time -- a user state - server
apparatus C - notifying . notified user A' and user B' await ~ the time -- a

user state — a server apparatus C top — holding .

[0038]If user A' performs calling operation, the terminal unit A will show
user A 1 the choice of a user state at the time of call origination. If user A'
carries out the selection input of the user state from a choice at the time of

call origination, the information will not be held on the terminal unit A,

but it will notify to server apparatus C.

[0039]Server apparatus C at the time of the call origination of user A'

notified from the terminal unit A A user state, user B' currently held on
server apparatus C awaits - the time -- a user state - from two user states,

using the translation table created beforehand, selection decision of the

real-time-communicating function to use for communication is carried out,

and a communication function selected result is notified to the terminal
unit A.

[0040]The terminal unit A performs call origination to the terminal unit B
using the* real-time-communicating function for which it opted. In the

terminal unit B, if call operation of user B' by bell singing etc. is performed
and user B' performs receipt operation to the terminal unit B, it will report
that the terminal unit B performed receipt to the terminal unit A, and real

time communicating will be started between the terminal unit A and the
terminal unit B.

[ 0041] In the above examples 1-4 of an embodiment,
real-time-communicating functions are terminal capabilities of TV
telephone, a voice telephone, a chat, etc. and the communications that

communicate by the user of both origination-side destination side sharing
time.

[0042]moreover - awaiting in the examples 1-4 of an embodiment — the

time - a user state — selections to a user — supplying — a method — there

is the method of otherwise acquiring from a user's terminal unit using state

etc. automatically, awaiting - the time — a user state — as selections, states,
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such as being "busyness", "keyboard use being impossible", and "I liking to

use an image", can be considered, for example, moreover — awaiting — the

time — as a user state — for example — "-- there is also the state of limiting

and awaiting communication functions, such as" wishing voice telephone
use and "TV telephone use hope."

[0043]As selections of a user state, the state of "I would like to use an
image", "I liking to talk", "liking to exchange in written form", etc. can be

considered, for example at the time of call origination. There is also the

state of limiting and carrying out call origination of the communication
functions, such as "voice telephone use hope" and "TV telephone use hope",

as a user state at the time of call origination.

[0044]In the example of an embodiment, the channel used for exchange of

user state information can be carried out, for example by the following
methods.
[0045]When an analog subscriber's line is used, it can carry out by
transmitting and receiving data between user terminals, but since it is

necessary to transmit data before carrying out receipt to the receipt side

terminal in that case, the receipt side terminal needs to receive data

automatically independently with the volition of a user's receipt. Although
there is a data transfer method realized by the number display of NTT as a

method which receives data automatically, It is realizable because it is

made to perform the same data transfer as number display not between the

switchboard realized by number display, and a user terminal but between
user terminals.

[0046]When an ISDN circuit is used, it can carry out by transmitting and
receiving data using UUI of D channel, or a sub-address.
[0047]When a digital portable telephone is used, it can carry out by
transmitting and receiving data using the data communication link which
can transmit and receive the telephone number information of a digital

portable telephone. If it is with the cellular phone corresponding to a

packet network, it can carry out using a packet communication network.
[0048]When H.323 protocol on LAN is used, it can realize by transmitting

and receiving data using a setup (Setup) message. By setting up the

exclusive data communication link for this inventions by TCP/IP, using the

data communication 'link for control used with application, and
transmitting and receiving data in the data communication link, when not
using H.323 protocol on LAN, it can realize.

[0049]

[Effect of the InventionjTo a determination of the communication function
used for communication required as stated above, when performing real

time communicating according to this invention. It wears with **********,

the use hope of both sides with a side user is reflected, and the

correspondence procedure and communication apparatus which can
perform exchange of a user's condition required in order to communicate
by a communication function permissible to both users can be provided.
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